Knowledge graphs have proven to be extremely useful in powering diverse applications in semantic search, natural language understanding, and even image classification. Graph4Code attempts to build well structured knowledge graphs about program code to similarly revolutionize diverse applications such as code search, code understanding, refactoring, bug detection, and code automation.
INTRODUCTION
A number of different knowledge graphs have been constructed in recent years such as DBpedia [8] , Wikidata [14] , Freebase [2] , YAGO [12] and NELL [3] . These knowledge graphs have provided significant advantages in a number of different application areas, such as semantic parsing [6] , recommendation systems [4] , information retrieval [5] , question answering [13, 15] and even image classification [9] . Inspired by the value of these knowledge graphs for a variety of applications, we asked how one might build a knowledge graph in the domain of programs. There are a number of applications around code that could potentially benefit from such knowledge graphs, such as code search, code automation, refactoring, bug detection, and code optimization [1] . Yet, there is no comprehensive resource knowledge graph that can be leveraged in these applications. In this paper, we describe a set of generic techniques for building such a knowledge graph for code. We link together diverse sources of knowledge about code such as code analysis, formal documentation and user-generated content like StackOverflow. We show the power of this connection by e.g. demonstrating links from code to StackOverflow. Specifically, we address a set of fundamental questions related to the code knowledge graphs as outlined below.
What is a suitable representation for code in a knowledge graph? To compute our representation, we deploy state of the art program analysis techniques that generalize across programming languages, and we show how one might scale these techniques to millions of programs. From code usage in the wild, we extract dataflow and control flow, which specifies how software libraries tend to be used. Specifically, we capture which method A uses objects returned by which other method B (dataflow), and which method A precedes which other method B in the call sequence (control flow). We note that this approach of representing programs is very powerful, and gets more at the semantics of code than relying on surface representations of code such as treating code as natural language tokens or using ASTs. In order to best represent this dataflow and control flow, we integrate with the W3C Provenance Ontology (PROV-O) [7] . PROV-O primarily provides representations for Entities, Activities, and Agents.
In Graph4Code, we treat function invocations as activities, and software objects (including class and function objects) as entities. This applies to software libraries as well, and we provide a consistent URI representation for those libraries in order to integrate across reuse of software libraries. PROV-O conveniently provides representations for activities that use entities, and for entities that were generated by activities. These links are represented using prov:used and prov:wasGeneratedBy, respectively. We use this to capture and represent the dataflow of computer code, as activities use and generate new entities. Control flow is represented by using the property prov:informed, which links steps in code to subsequent ones. Additionally, we extract textual elements that map natural language to code entities to help define its semantics (e.g., documentation about specific functions or classes, StackOverflow posts on web forums that describe its usage, etc). What is a useful interface for this knowledge graph? Inspired by Wikidata [14] and Freebase [2] , we wanted the knowledge graph to be extensible, such that developers who mine more useful artifacts about code can feel free to publish those artifacts into the knowledge graph. We adopted Whyis [10] as our knowledge management and publishing framework because it provides three valuable aspects to interfacing with the knowledge graph: (a) It provides views over the knowledge graph which can quickly help users of the graph get access to parts of the graph, (b) It provides a developer the ability to plugin code to expand the graph (e.g., [16] analyzed code snippets in StackOverflow posts to annotate a specific code snippet as a solution to the question); these are useful extensions that we used to extend the graph for different sources, (c) It is designed to maintain provenance for each addition to the graph, which is critical if the graph can be extended by the community.
We built a comprehensive knowledge graph for 1.3 million Python programs on GitHub based on these ideas. Figure 1 shows the main steps of our approach. In particular, our key contributions in constructing the knowledge graph are as follows:
• A generic ontology to describe code artifacts (Section 2) • Mining 1.3 million Python files along with their corresponding documentation and forum discussions (Section 3). • A language neutral approach to mine code patterns (Section 4), although we applied it only to Python in this paper. • Embedding the graph in an extensible knowledge management framework and open sourcing it (Section 5) • Association of heavily used calls to relevant code documentation, usage documentation, StackOverflow discussions and class hierarchies (Section 6.1) • Validation of the different aspects of our knowledge graph, to assess its coverage and its quality (Section 6)
ONTOLOGY AND MODELING
Graph4Code primarily builds off of the W3C Provenance Ontology (PROV-O). We have created an ontology for graph4code that provides basic subclasses of prov:Entity, prov:Activity, and prov:Role in order to represent classes and functions, as well as positional and named arguments to function calls. We provide abstract classes for Object, Class, Function, and Constant, which provide a languageindependent representation of types used across programming languages. Figure 2 illustrates how the class hierarchies and functions are translated into the OWL ontology, incorporating annotations from the source doumentation. URIs are mapped as:
Python class hierarchies become owl:Class hierarchies under prov:Entity. Functions are subclasses of prov:Activity. Arguments are represented as subclasses of prov:Role, called NamedArgument and PositionalArgument. Roles in PROV-O are annotated into qualified (or reified) usage edges, where the edge is given a role. The prov:value of NamedArguments is a string, and of a PositionalArgument is an integer. "Two-dimensional size-mutable, potentially heterogeneous tabular data structure with labeled axes (rows and columns). Arithmetic operations align on both row and column labels. Can be thought of as a dict-like container for Series objects. The primary pandas data structure." skos:definition skos:altLabel label label "Return the first `n` rows.
This function returns the first `n` rows for the object based on position. It is useful for quickly testing if your object has the right type of data in it." skos:definition skos:notation skos:altLabel hasPart We generally only use predicates from PROV-O and other annotations from RDFS, SKOS, and Dublin Core Terms. Reusing structure and vocabulary from these standards allows users of this data to use existing tools to work with this knowledge graph. To represent StackOverflow questions and answers, we rely on Schema.org's classes and properties, illustrated in Figure 4 . The questions are linked to relevant classes using schema:about, which can let us show questions relevant to particular classes, and show Q&A related to a given script, based on usage within program analysis. Additionally, we link docusage documentation to classes using schema:about, while providing them as text resources in the knowledge graph. Inference agents in Whyis can be used to parse and extract additional knowledge from this documentation in the future. 
MINING PYTHON CODE FROM THE WEB
In this Section, we describe the steps we followed to mine 1.3 million python files from the web and extract their documentation, forum discussions, and class hierarchies.
Extraction of Python Files from Github
Our starting dataset was 1.38 million files from GitHub. To extract this dataset, we ran a SQL query on the Google BigQuery dataset, with the query shown in the listing below. The query was issued in August, but reflects a capture of GitHub from Mar 20, 2019, by Google. As shown in the listing below, the query looks for all Python files and Python notebooks from repositories that had at least two watch events associated with it, and excludes large files. Duplicate files were eliminated, where a duplicate was defined as having the same MD5 hash as another file already in the dataset. 
Extracting Documentation into the Graph
To generate the documentation for specific functions and classes used in the 1.3 million files, we first processed all the import statements to gather popular libraries (libraries with more than 1000 imports across the files). 506 such libraries were identified, of which many were included in the Python language themselves. For each of these libraries, we tried to resolve their location on GitHub because we wanted to get not only the documentation embedded in the code for each library, but also their associated usage documentation which tends to be in the form of markdown or restructured text files. We found 403 repositories using web searches on GitHub for the names of modules. We added to these documentation modules from Python 2 and Python 3, for a total of 610 modules for which we accumulated documentation. Of the 506 popular libraries, 84 could not be mapped to Git and included libraries such as 'unittest2', 'urllib2' etc.
Of a total of 257,081 files with the extension of '.py' across the 403, plus all the Python2 and Python3 modules, 167,191 had functions, classes or methods that produced some documentation in embedded in code. 10,841 files were empty (in Python, modules usually have an empty file to mark the module), 444 files failed to parse, and 51,900 files were dropped from analysis because they were likely tests, and 37,546 did not produce any parsed functions or classes in the AST despite not being empty (this is possible in a scripting language like Python). Our filtering mechanism basically looked for the pattern '/tests/' in the directory structure of the python file. The results of this step resulted in the extraction of 2,032,728 pieces of documentation embedded in code for functions or class methods, 784,540 which were not empty.
This extraction of documentation embedded in code is insufficient because Python libraries often depend on code written in other languages. As an example, the tensorflow.placeholder function does not exist in the Python code on Git because it is a function defined in C, and there is no stub that allows the extraction of associated documentation for this function. We therefore tried to use introspection to gather additional documentation for the popular libraries. To do this, we created a virtual environment for each module, installed the module and used Python inspect to gather the documentation. We were successful in gathering documentation only for 432 modules because of software dependency issues; dependence on OS libraries or Python versions prevented successful installs in other cases 1 . The introspection code ran on Python 3.7. This step generated an additional 17,587 files with documentation about classes, methods and functions, for an additional 55,306 pieces of code documentation.
Aside from code, usage documentation contains valuable sources of information which can imbue semantics to a class or function. As an example here is the usage documentation from a markdown file about SparsePCA and MiniBatchSparsePCA:
SparsePCA is a variant of PCA, with the goal of extracting the set of sparse components that best reconstruct the data. Mini-batch sparse PCA is a variant of SparsePCA that is faster but less accurate. The increased speed is reached by iterating over small chunks of the set of features, for a given number of iterations.
Here is corresponding documentation of those classes from code: Sparse Principal Components Analysis (SparsePCA). Finds the set of sparse components that can optimally reconstruct the data. The amount of sparseness is controllable by the coefficient of the L1 penalty, given by the parameter alpha. Read more in the User Guide. Mini-batch Sparse Principal Components Analysis. Finds the set of sparse components that can optimally reconstruct the data. The amount of sparseness is controllable by the coefficient of the L1 penalty, given by the parameter alpha. Read more in the User Guide.
One general observation is that usage documentation highlights the appropriateness of classes and functions for different uses whereas code documentation tends to be geared at explaining function parameters. To capture usage documentation, we gathered every markdown or restructured file in each repository we downloaded from GitHub. To connect it back to classes and functions in the directory, we created an inverted text index using ElasticSearch for every module (so any search results would be automatically scoped for a specific module), and then issued boolean queries with a combination of (a) module and class, or (b) class and method or (c) function and module as searches. This resulted in extraction of 72,144 pieces of documentation associated with each class/function/method in a module.
Documentation about python the language itself is very well structured, so we extracted usage documentation for Python directly. This resulted in 4,529 additional pieces of documentation for Python2, and 7,283 pieces of documentation associated with the classes and functions of the base libraries. We conduct a more formal assessment of the extraction in a Section 6.
Extraction of Stack Overflow Posts
Our next step toward enriching the code graph is to link its entities to useful documentation from web forums. To do so, we used the Stack Overflow data dump 2 . StackOverflow is organized as 44,945,354 posts, with each question and each answer to a question constituting a post. We extracted 1,292,853 questions in StackOverflow that were tagged with Python. Each question is linked to all its answers while each answer is associated with a number of user votes. We focused only on answers with more than one vote. Accordingly, the total number of posts extracted is 2,663,748 (that is each question and its answers). These posts are indexed into an ElasticSearch index. Then for each function, class and method, we performed a search over this index to retrieve the most relevant posts and link it to the corresponding node in the knowledge graph. Our method here was similar to what we did for the usage documentation, except that here we could not scope our extraction to a specific module. Our searches were therefore boolean queries for (a) module and class, or (b) module, class and method, or (c) module and function. This resulted in a 42,552 class matches, 68,431 method matches and 61,710 function matches.
Extracting Class Hierarchies
Just as in the case of extraction of documentation embedded in code, extraction of class hierarchies was based on code we extracted from Git repositories, in addition to the introspection code. For code from GitHub, we used the AST representation of the code, and mapped base classes as much as possible back to source locations within the repository. 130,067 classes had base classes other than object by this analysis. For introspection, we used Python inspection to gather up all the base classes of the code for the 432 modules we did inspect. Across all the libraries we gathered an 4,049 classes with a base class definition that was not object. We note that there was considerable difficulty and variance in inspecting code across machines, so our coverage using this approach remains to be improved. Figure 5 from GitHub brings out some of the analysis challenges in constructing a knowledge graph for dynamic languages such as Python. The illustrative code shows a simple example in which a CSV file is first read using the Pandas library on line 104, then some matrix computations are performed on the data using Numpy on line 105, and then it is passed to ann_show for visualization at line 107. After adjusting based on the type of the data starting at line 155, the computed data is displayed using Matplotlib on line 165. These libraries are imported at lines 7, 8, and 10. We want to capture this common usage pattern of plot for instance in our knowledge graph.
MINING USAGE FROM STATIC ANALYSIS
The first thing to note is that the code in this snippet is in five disparate pieces spread over roughly 200 lines of the source file. Techniques based on source text or local structures such as ASTs will not be able to capture dependencies over this range. Global structures like a call graph and dataflow analysis can. Consider the call to ann_show on line 308; it clearly calls the function regress_show since that function is assigned to ann_show. Knowing this requires following the dataflow from the definition of regress_show, to its subsequent read, to the definition of ann_show, to its read. Thus dataflow must be tracked globally across disparate portions of the code, as illustrated by the black lines and boxes in Figure 6 . And the call graph must reflect that the function called depends on this dataflow, since the call is to regress_show due to the dataflow, as illustrated with the dashed arrow. This is all complicated by the dynamic nature of Python, illustrated here by the assignment of the function regress_show to the variable ann_show on line 308. Note that ann_show called on line 107 is not even a function at all, but rather a variable assigned from the actual function. Of the analysis frameworks that support interprocedural analysis including first class functions, relatively few have been applied to Python. We use WALA 3 , which has, and supports many languages such as Javascript and Java.
This snippet also illustrates the fact that user code tends to rely heavily on imported library code, which is the main focus of what we represent in the knowledge graph. There are seven lines of user code, and these lines make use of three libraries -Pandas, Numpy, Matplotlib-and four functions from them-read_csv, mat, to_list, plot-with to_list being used three times. The interplay of dataflow between the user code and its library calls is intricate and crucial to understanding dataflow. Consider what is required even to know that pyplot is used on an object from numpy, which is in turn computed from data read by pandas. The first steps are straightforward dataflow from the import calls to np.mat and pd.read_csv, shown by a yellow and pink arrow respectively. The result of read_csv is assigned to df_ann, which is used to compute the argument to np.mat, shown by pink arrows. The mat returns some object created by numpy and then its T field is extracted and assigned to yv_ann. So yv_ann is created by numpy, show by a yellow arrow to it. That same value is used in the ann_show call, with another yellow arrow connecting it. We saw above how the call target was determined, so a dashed yellow arrow connects argument yv_ann to parameter yEv_calc. The dataflow in regress_show is similar, with dataflow via yEv_calc and another value from numpy created by np.mat. The last step is the dataflow from the pyplot import to the plt.plot call, where it is clear that a call to pyplot is using a value from numpy.
The foregoing seems to assume we understand dataflow through the library calls, but any actual model of code within the libraries will be daunting. Any actual analysis of the code must contend with a large code base in multiple languages that are used to implement libraries. And any model will be difficult due to the sheer scope of the libraries, with thousands of calls in each library alone. There is no formal static typing in this code to help; there is idiosyncratic English documentation of varying quality, but the precise parametric semantics of functions like to_list is hard to capture robustly in human-and machine-comprehensible English. And yet we need to capture enough library semantics to understand dataflow at a high level.
To just approximate dataflow, we use an approach where the precise meanings of library calls do not always matter as long as we track the flow of objects between different calls. For instance, since we want to capture that plot is used on the result of a mat call, we need to track data flow. We really want an object that represents whatever it may be that mat returns. Beyond that, we need to follow accesses to that object, such as the read of T on line 105. To do this, we introduce turtle objects: every library call returns a fresh turtle, and accesses to properties-such as T-return the same unknown object as its container. Thus the calls on read_csv, mat, to_list, and plot all return new turtle objects. On the other hand, user code objects, such as the function regress_show are treated normally. As we show, this mechanism allows us to track data flow with sufficient precision without needing to model libraries at all. Approximate analysis is what we use to scale analysis to many thousands of library calls in building our knowledge graph. To perform this type of analysis, we extended the WALA static analysis libraries to support this type of analysis. WALA can analyze Python, Javascript, and the Java programming languages, so our approach for analysis can easily be generalized to these languages.
In analyzing these programs, we also had to denote candidates for turtle libraries. To maximize coverage, we treat any import in a python file as a potential library, and treat it as the point for turtle object generation. Of course, this can result in arbitrary user module names being defined as turtle libraries. However, when we link these turtle libraries to other code artifacts we restrict ourselves to popular libraries as defined by libraries which are used commonly across user programs. 7 import m a t p l o t l i b . p y p l o t a s p l t 8 import numpy a s np 9 . . . 10 import p a n d a s a s pd 11 12 . . . 13 100 def a n n _ p o s t ( yv , d i s p = True , g r a p h = True ) : 101
" " " 102 A f t e r a n n _ p r e and s h e l l command , a n n _ p o s t c a n b e u s e d . To define the starting points for following dataflow and control flow, we used as entry points every function and class method, as well as any code embedded in the main script. Figure 7 shows a snippet of the graph produced by the analysis code for the example in Figure 5 . Each analyzed program was separated into a different named graph, so we could accumulate information about what version of software (the version of WALA in this case) produced the graph in question. The analysis code was given a maximum of 30 seconds to complete the analysis. The analysis code ran successfully in either Python2 or Python3 on 1.3 of the 1.38M files (note WALA provides support for parsing files in either version for more comprehensive front end coverage), which is a success rate of 94% across Python 2 and Python 3. The analysis code produced about 1.2 billion quads for dataflow and control flow.
USING AND BUILDING THE KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
The knowledge graph is constructed and managed using Whyis, a provenance-first knowledge graph application framework [10] .
Whyis provides capabilities for knowledge curation, generalized distributed knowledge inference, and interaction through user interfaces and APIs. A number of user interface capabilities include the ability to view resources in the RDF graph using RDF visualization (see Figure 8 ), using an abstracted "knowledge exploration" tool (as shown in Figure 9 ), which defines a link in the graph relative to the type of the entity being queried. Additionally, Whyis provides entity resolution (available for users as an autocomplete function on search boxes) and full text search (using the default search box at the top of the page). Whyis provides a SPARQL endpoint for open-ended graph analysis, and the ability to define custom APIs using the Whyis per-node type view system. All user interfaces are driven by complementary API data views that can also be customized for new node types, or used in novel applications beyond their default usage.
Whyis supports the creation of semantic ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) workflows using SETLr [11] to facilitate knowledge graph construction from structured sources. In this project, we primarily process JSON files into RDF. Since different JSON documents Figure 7 : Analysis in terms of the ontology provide representations for different kinds of data, we created semantic ETL (SETL) scripts that look for files that are compatible with each file type. We have created scripts for converting the turtle analysis, the Python class hierarchy, and docstrings from the Python source.
Whyis also provides the capability for distributed knowledge inference, by using a distributed task queueing system (Celery) to manage as set of inference agents. "Inference agents" serve like rules do in a conventional rules engine, by responding to changes in the graph as they occur. Implementing an agent is as simple as writing the query that searches for nodes of interest in the graph, and writing a Python function that uses the existing knowledge to produce a new graph fragment. Forward chaining of these agent invocations is accomplished by treating the output of these agents as graph updates, further triggering new agent invocations. Currently, agents have been implemented for basic language processing, including entity recognition and extraction, semantic ETL using SETLr, deductive reasoning (including custom deductive rules and partial OWL and RDFS implementations), ontology import, linked data crawling, and email notification.
ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF THE KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
We assessed the quality of our extraction in terms of (a) the links that we could establish between the sources to assess the link coverage, (b) quality and coverage of usage mining itself, and (c) the quality of extracting usage documentation and StackOverflow posts.
Linking Documentation and Forum Discussions to Usage
To link the usage data to the code documentation, the user documentation and the Stack Overflow discussions, we started from the paths we observe in the code from program analysis. Note that if a user code contains the following line of code: pandas.read_csv("foo").merge(x).merge(y) the entities associated with the return values of the four expressions will have turtle paths reflecting the succession of accesses:
(1) pandas.read_csv.merge.merge (2) pandas.read_csv.merge (3) pandas.read_csv (4) pandas The last two represent the initial import of pandas and the call to read_csv, both of which can be linked directly to their associated documentation. Those are our direct matches. However, for the merge calls, there are no formal types that tells us what read_csv returns. While docstrings do sometimes provide return types, it is often in an informal manner: e.g. read_csv is said to return a DataFrame, but with nothing to qualify that to a specific module. Interpreting this documentation when possible is future work. For now, we adopted the strategy of mapping it to the longest prefix we could find in the documentation and StackOverflow. As long as a prefix matched, those are our partial matches. If no prefix matched we call it a missed link. It is important to note that we modeled every import in code as a 'library' which often includes user code. We are therefore not likely to find a high percentage of links back to library code that is used very heavily across users. The unique number of path objects in the static analysis graph is 2,024,443. Figure 10 shows the number of unique methods, classes, and functions we found across data sources. Not surprisingly, the best coverage came from docstrings; in some cases, the docstrings from AST and docstrings from inspect on live Python modules. There may be some duplication with results from the two sources; however, they represent names in nonuniform and different styles, making this hard to assess rigorously. Fixing this requires further linking work in the future. Figure 11 shows the linkages we found from docstrings to Stack-Overflow and to the usage documentation. For docstrings, the overall number of classes was 253,590, methods was 275,903, and functions was 1,165,402. As shown in the figure, we did better in linking to StackOverflow documents than to usage documentation, which is not very surprising because usage documentation is usually targeted at specific classes. No function mentions occurred in usage documentation either, which is again not too surprising because the documentation tends to be focused on classes and how they can be used. Figure 12 shows linkages we found from docstrings-inspect to StackOverflow and to usage documentation. For docstrings gleaned from inspection, the overall number of classes was 83,408, the overall number of functions was 103,448 and number of methods was 2,118,990. The trend was similar to the docstrings data, with lower linking numbers.
Assessing Usage Mining
We cover two issues here: (a) how well did static analysis cover the code, (b) what is the generality of the edges of the knowledge graph. Table 1 shows the more popular libraries for python (excluding Python modules themselves). Note that the counts here reflect the number of times an object was created or referenced in code with the specific module (i.e., the number of turtle paths with that module name). For Python, this list is not surprising, and we provide it just as a sanity test of the analysis.
Analysis Coverage.
To measure the coverage of the analysis, we measured the number of methods that were reachable by the analysis, compared to the count of all methods, as determined by the AST. As shown in Table 2 , 96.1% of all methods were reachable from analysis. The rest 3.9% that were not covered were likely because our current analysis did not add entry points for nested functions. We then looked at the coverage of call sites within these methods. Of the 54,148,434 call sites (syntactic points in the code with a function call) across all programs that we could analyze, 42,931,078 were captured by the analysis (79.3%). The missed call sites reflect inadequacies in our model of Python, or for instance something that uses reflection to make a call. Approximately 64.3% were calls to libraries, modeled in our work as turtles. That is, a significant portion of user code are calls to various library functions, as one might expect.
Generality of the Usage Graph.
A key question in building a knowledge graph is how useful it is in terms of generalizing to new programs. To test the applicability of this knowledge graph to any sort of usage of it, we performed a validation study, where we drew 50 samples of 100 test programs chosen randomly across all the files that were analyzed. For each program, to understand how well dataflow edges were covered, we collected all paths of length 0, 1, or 2, using a SPARQL query (an example for path length of 2 is shown in Figure 13 . A path length of 0 implies that the object created from a particular library call in test graphs was present in the knowledge graph composed from all other graphs minus the sample set 4 . A path length of 1 measured the flow of an object from one call to another, and similarly path lengths of 2 measure flow from 1 call site to a second and a third. We examined whether each dataflow path in the 'test set' of programs existed in the knowledge graph constructed from the remaining set of programs.
Control flow edges capture ordering between statements, and we validate them in a similar way. We take 50 samples of 100 programs each; however control flow edges are more numerous than dataflow edges, so we cannot execute the query in Figure 13 in a reasonable time on the entire graph. We can execute the query on each sample, so we first get all the control flow edges from the sample, and then use per-path queries on a sample of 100 paths to count that path in the rest of the graph. The template of these queries is shown in Figure 14 ; each query, path 0, path 1, path 3 become concrete nodes. Figure 15 shows the average number of hits and misses for the 50 samples for control flow and data flow edges across the three path lengths. Table 3 shows the results for variability in terms of standard deviations across the same 50 'test' samples for the three path lengths. We found that the knowledge graph constructed from the remaining programs contained data flow edges from the 'test' set 86.17% of the time for path lengths of 0, 78.92% path lengths of 2, and 63.05% for path lengths of 3. For control flow edges in the test program set, 85.8% of path lengths of 0, 64.8% of path lengths of 1, and 45.7% of path lengths of 3 were in the knowledge graph constructed from the remaining programs. Overall, this means that the knowledge graph we constructed from GitHub programs generalizes well to other unseen programs, particularly for dataflow, in the sense that they contain edges we encountered our sampled test programs. For control flow, this was less so, but that is not surprising because order can frequently vary in programs without altering the semantics.
Assessing the Quality of Documentation and StackOverflow Extraction
To assess the quality of the extraction with respect to documentation drawn from restructured text, markdown or StackOverflow posts, we randomly sampled 50 functions/classes for each data type (documentation or stack overflow). Five users were asked to judge the appropriateness of the extraction with respect to whether it was relevant to the module (rating of 1), relevant to both the class and module or function and module (rating of 2), relevant to the class, method and module (rating of 3) or completely irrelevant. Notice that for the documentation extraction, a rating of 4 should occur rarely since the search was conducted within the scope of a specific module. For StackOverflow however, 4 is perfectly plausible. As shown in Table 4 , about 64% of the documents in StackOverflow were rated as relevant to the class or function at hand, with 52% being quite specific to the class and module, out of a total 50 hits that were evaluated. As shown in Table 5 , for documentation, multiple hits occurred for many of the classes and functions, and we rated these individually. Of the 90 hits that were evaluated, 75% were Table 5 : Percentage of ratings for documentation extraction relative fine grained, such that they were associated with both a class or function and a module. Performing this evaluation manually helped us understand that there is an algorithmic way to evaluate the linkage of usage documentation and StackOverflow to specific functions, classes and methods. We can eliminate a result as irrelevant (4) if the module was not present in the documentation or in the function description. If the module was present, then we classify the document as class/function relevant (2) or class and method relevant (3), or just 1 if it only had the module. Running this process over all extracted documentation and the values for this computation are in Tables 4  and 5 under the column 'Algorithmic evaluation'. The results were mostly consistent with the human evaluation, suggesting that we can easily filter out irrelevant documentation with this approach.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented Graph4Code, a knowledge graph that connects code analysis with other diverse sources of knowledge about code such as documentation and user-generated content like StackOverflow. This knowledge is made extensible and usable by presenting it in the Whyis knowledge management framework. We show that our static analysis approach is able to produce useful summaries of Python code, based on their usage of external libraries. We also show that it is possible to primarily re-use existing vocabularies from Schema.org and the W3C to represent these code analyses in a simple representation that is compatible with existing efforts to document process analysis in other domains. Further, we show that our extraction of metadata from Python modules covers a significant amount of the code represented by our static analysis approach. Finally, using StackOverflow, we are able to improve the ability to automatically find relevant free text article that discuss software, making it easier for users to access those articles when a particular Python module is in use in a script being developed. These approaches are initial steps towards better providing cognitive assistance to software engineers and data scientists when they need to seek understanding of complex software packages that provide powerful capabilities. We hope that this knowledge graph can help all programmers better understand the tools they use.
